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NOVA® Chuck and Accessory Jaws Safety Advisory:
Fitting of NOVA® Jaws to copy and clone NOVA® Chucks

Often the claim is made that NOVA® Accessory jaws can be fitted to copy and clone NOVA® chucks. This is even in the
printed literature, websites and other communication pieces for the copies.
NOVA® has always and will continue to focus on the safety perspective.
As designers and manufactures of NOVA® chucks and accessories, we are unable to determine that genuine NOVA®
Accessory Jaws fitted to other non-NOVA® chucks are safe and correctly engineered.
All genuine NOVA® Jaws and Accessories are designed to work correctly only on NOVA® chucks, and come with the
comprehensive NOVA® warranty, backed up with full on the ground service and support in market, and over 30 years
experience in making award winning Chucks. After all, we were the first to design a 4-Jaw Chuck for Woodturning,
back in 1988.
NOVA® Jaws and Accessories MUST NOT be fitted to non-NOVA®chucks, even close copies of NOVA® chucks. Doing
so will void your comprehensive 6-Year NOVA® warranty.
Jaws and accessories from other manufacturers should also not be fitted to NOVA® Chucks unless they have been
engineered and approved for use on NOVA® Chucks, by the designers and manufacturers of NOVA® specifically.
Doing so will void your comprehensive 6-Year NOVA® warranty.
Dealers/Resellers – Please ensure that customers are aware that NOVA® jaws should only be fitted to and used on
NOVA® chucks. Where other chuck sellers have written claims that the NOVA® jaws can be fitted, please ask to see
their engineering and safety audits and their product liability covers. Please be aware that NOVA® cannot determine
that this is safe and as manufacturers we advise that NOVA® jaws should not be fitted to non-NOVA® chucks.
Chuck Owners/End users – Ensure that the Reseller/Dealer has provided specific written advice that NOVA® jaws
fitted to non- NOVA® chucks are safe. NOVA® cannot determine that this is safe and as manufacturers we advise that
NOVA® jaws should not be fitted to non-NOVA® chucks.
In the USA this is;
Rikon Power Tools under the Record Power Brand of Chucks/Qingdao Capital Resources Company Limited (QCR)
Rikon Address: 16 Progress Rd., Billerica, MA. 01821
Toll Free:(877)884-5167
Phone: (978)528-5380
Fax: (978)528-5383
E-mail: info@rikontools.com
QCR Address: No.155 Zhuzhou Road, Qingdao, Shandong, China 266101
Phone: (86 532) 88703457 Ext : 6821
Other examples and companies of clones and copies of NOVA® Chucks may also exist, and this advisory is applicable
to them also.
=====================================Advisory Ends====================================
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